
Resume 

When discussing, albeit briefly, Sabina’s personality, life and work as an introduction to the  

following parts of the thesis, reality is confronted with its reflection in his literary work. In this context 

possible intellectual defenses of his becoming a common informer for the police are being considered, 

together with certain implementations of related plans in the reports for the police. The reports,  

especially his exposé for the government dated 1867, Sabina’s life and literary works serve as a basis.  

Attention is paid to their artistic evaluation. The conclusion of some authors regarding Sabina’s  

submission to positivity as well as the decline in the quality of his work from the beginning of his 

common informer’s career is refused. 

In Sabina’s philosophical and theological opinions approximately from the beginning of the  

second half of the forties, various signs of Romanticism are analyzed: mystical light, especially related 

theism, his search for a certain analogy of that in the Slavic solar deity of Svetovid, veering towards  

philosophical skepticism. The then influences of philosophy are identified, especially of Novalss or  

Schelling In the upcoming years Sabina’s defense of empiricism, continued inculcation of the rational 

side but also the decline of the mystical moment, yet still a steady belief in the role of intuition and  

fantasy in cognition, is shown as a reflection of period development of philosophical as well as 

dedicated scientific methodologies. Following Sabina’s return from the prison, the influence of H. K.  

Leonhardi, K. CH. B. Kraustand our K. B. Štorch can be seen in him. Sabina endorses rational 

theology and ideal-realism in ethics. 

The main thing in historical content, relationship of people vs. time and space, are in Sabina’s  

opinion interests forming and changing under the influence of a metaphysical idea. It is expressed in  

the form of a thought on which the education of a man is based. Later in the years of 1848-9 he 

emphasizes that ideals of general liberty and equality must not be separated from each other or from 

the national idea and the same applies to ideal and material values. Sabina is against dictatorship in the  

name of the people. He also touches upon the issue of historical forces, their ratio, political tactics as  

well as the socio-economic problems. Large-scale industries must not destroy and absorb the small- 

scale industries. The ultimate goal is a republic and socialism with an important role played by 

cooperatives. He stresses non-governmental initiatives. He refuses excessive governmental control  

(dii igistne); however, he does not completely exclude the role of the state in the economic life, its help  

with the establishment of cooperatives and its help to stnall-scale entrepreneurs. He is fully against 

communism. There is a clear influence of Proudhon and Blanc. Following his return from the prison,  

he cnn see possible achievement of the ultimate goal only in a distant future. In his opinion, it will be 

preceded by a gradual transition from feudalism and an absolutistic or half-feudal state to a state with 

social legislation, universal suffrage, establishment and development of cooperatives and acquisition 

of large businesses of owners not working in them (mainly the influence of Blanc, proudhonism, or  
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left-wing proudhonism, Bakunin). A special place is held by (self-)learning and (self-)education, 

approximation of intellectual and manual work as well as people working in both areas. According to 

Sabina, the intellectual grounds of the new order are formed especially by Chelčický ‘s axioms of life 

of the Unity of the Brethren and the work of English and French supporters of the Enlightenment 

movement. Social science will surpass the schools of thought of Fourrier, Saint-Simon, Lassalle, 

various social and economic schools and the schools of thought as such, and will create a picture of a 

new society. Nation is a natural society for Sabina (Herder), a specific limb of the world-body with a 

special genius. A brief comparison of Sabina’s opinions with current theories, presuming one of the  

trends of social development being the way towards socialism, is provided.  

In the thirties, Sabina perceives the way to realization of national and general political ideals 

in secret societies apart from the impact of literature and journalism shortly towards the end of the  

reign of Emperor Francis 1 (known as Francis II, Holy Roman Emperor) and again at the beginning of 

the reign of Ferdinand I. Later, he leaves the idea of secret societies because it “would jeopardize our  

entire national matter”. Apart from the ways mentioned above he now relies on education and training  

in the national and later also political direction by table and reading clubs being established at that 

time, various social events or theatre; and in the forties also by illegal journalism. At that time Sabina  

adheres to austroslavism; however, Austria shall be reformed. In fiction he indicates that the way to 

promote fair representation of urban-rural issues in the Landtag (State Diet) will be either the adoption 

of relevant draft law by the Landtag based on the original initiative of a radical part of the Estates  

Opposition or a petition supported mainly by honest Czech tradesmen, craftsmen, and young people. 

Sabina praises the representativeness and active participation of the people in the assembly on 

11 March 1848 in Prague, Svatováclavské lázně (Spa of St. Wenceslas), which initiated revolutionary 

events in the years of 1848-9. In 1871 he still claims that we should make reference to what the 

assembled people adopted there and not to the Executive Order issued by the Emperor on 4 April 

1848, which he received quite positively at the time of its issue. In 184B he criticizes the virile form of 

representation of aristocracy in the next Czech assembly as well as the payment for abolition of 

statutory labour due by farmers. His attitude is even more intense around the Whitsun Riot, when he  

claims that it is the aristocracy who should pay to the farmers. According to him the riots were 

triggered by the instigators of aristocracy and, as his claims later, also Hungarian instigators. He 

reproaches Kampelik with the organization of the Mass of Brotherhood. The Whitsun Riots took place 

in Prague during the Slav Congress, the convocation of which to help against the politics around the  

Frankfurt Parliament and the politics of the Hungarians was supported by Sabina. As for the Vienna  

Uprising (October Revolution), firstly he evaluates it from the nationality point of view, saying that 

the “government defended the Slavs”. However, later he evaluates it also from general socio-political 

points of view. He condemns the terrorism of the rebels, and a part of Vienna proletariat also for 

supporting the idea of national workshops. Czech members of the Reichstag should have sought an 



amicable solution. He also supports the straining of every nerve and seeking a solution to social  

problems without the help of the state because there is nothing more that can be done regarding the 

situation following the suppression of June riots in our country. Following the victory of the army in  

Vienna, he condemns harsh repression. Sabina starts to think that we may be on the verge of the 

change of the progressive direction. In 1848 he criticizes various acts of the government, especially the 

octroyed constitution - and also the action of the liberal party. Now he speaks in support of the  

cooperation with German democrats and then also with the Hungarians. Immediate goals of the 

conspiracy in which he participated in the spring should have presumably included the Czech Republic, 

re-establishment of a people’s committee as a (pre-)parliament, allotment of land belonging to large 

estates to peasantry, and probably also taxes and compulsory loans of feudal plutocracy.  

Following his return from the prison, Sabina finds the moral as well as political situation in the  

Czech society under Bach’s absolutism extremely unsatisfactory. He requests political passivity 

instead of granting honorary citizenships to Bach. A way to improve is in his opinion, like under  

Mettemich, literary innovation which would prepare the people for the acceptance of the new not only 

in art. Following Bach’s fall he drafts a cultural programme of the nation and disputes, recalling the  

recent history of France as an argument for Schmerling’s Germanizing centralism. In the materials for  

the police he describes the development of political situation in Bohemia, especially of various 

political groups. In 1862, in an article for J. V. Fric, he strongly criticizes the politics of Rieger and  

others, not yet does Fric, (in fiction he criticized even Krâsa’s “Cas” (Time)) and governmental 

politics, tax burden, everything in the name of democratism with a social moment. Unlike Fric, he 

does not consider the decline of monarchy necessary from a historical point of view and he calls for a  

governmental rescue scheme. Elsewhere Sabina hints that passivity on our side will do together with 

moral, not material pressure to reach an independent Czech state. Sabina would like it not to become  

part of the (con-)federation of states as proclaimed for example by L. Kosut and accepted by J. V. Frii.  

During 1863 together they support the idea to form a political party in opposition to the existing 

leaders with their proximity to aristocracy and aversion to the then Polish revolt. Soon, Sabina 

disavows both “Staročeši” (Old Czechs or Czech National Party) and “Mladočeši” (Young Czechs or 

National Liberal Party). As for the war in 1866, he thinks that “the victory of the Prussians was much  

worse for the Czech nation than the up-to-then German politics of Austria”. FriC’s acts are connected  

with an Italian initiative according to Sabina, the mediator of which was Prince Jerome Napoleon with 

the Prussians. In his exposé for governmental posts (via the police), Sabina recommends to solve the  

situation in the monarchy following the implementation of dualism with a strong inclination to  

Russian Pan-Slavism in Bohemia (Constantine’s Plan) by decentralization approximating to federalism 

in both halves of the empire and by a donation to Czech cultural institutions amounting to ca. 100,000 

florins in the near future. Later he supports the tactics of people’s camps; however, the politics should  

be free of boastfulness. He supports socio-economical requirements of the working class, various 



 

sections of the nation and in their interest also universal suffrage, and not the establishment of another 

election curia like Kampelik. In October 1870, during the French-German war, as a member of the 

Democratic Society he opposes any eventuality of our participation in Germany. During the talks of 

Fundamental Articles in 1871 he observes the action of the Young Czechs. After the failure of the 

talks, he still thinks that the matter will be restored in several years. 


